Exclusive measurements of quasi-free proton scattering reactions in inverse and complete kinematics
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A B S T R A C T

Quasi-free scattering reactions of the type \((p, 2p)\) were measured for the first time exclusively in complete and inverse kinematics, using a \(^{12}\)C beam at an energy of \(\sim 400\) MeV/u as a benchmark. This new technique has been developed to study the single-particle structure of exotic nuclei in experiments with radioactive-ion beams. The outgoing pair of protons and the fragments were measured simultaneously, enabling an unambiguous identification of the reaction channels and a redundant measurement of the kinematic observables. Both valence and deeply-bound nucleon orbits are probed, including those leading to unbound states of the daughter nucleus. Exclusive \((p, 2p)\) cross sections of 15.8(18) mb, 1.9(2) mb and 1.5(2) mb to the low-lying \(0^+\)-hole states overlapping with the ground state \((3/2^-)\) and with the bound excited states of \(^{13}\)B at 2.125 MeV \((1/2^-)\) and 5.02 MeV \((3/2^-)\), respectively, were determined via \(\gamma\)-ray spectroscopy. Particle-unstable deep-hole states, corresponding to proton removal from the \(0^+\)-orbital, were studied via the invariant-mass technique. Cross sections and momentum distributions were extracted and compared to theoretical calculations employing the eikonal formalism. The obtained results are in a good agreement with this theory and with direct-kinematics experiments. The dependence of the proton–proton scattering kinematics on the internal momentum of the struck proton and on its separation energy was investigated for the first time in inverse kinematics employing a large-acceptance measurement.

© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.

Nuclear spectroscopy is one of the most fascinating areas of science, with applications in cosmology, stellar evolution, and even seemingly unrelated research areas such as material science.
With the technical possibility of exploring nuclei far from the valley of $\beta$ stability it was soon realized that the SP structure of nuclei is more of a local concept and it evolves with increasing proton–neutron asymmetry, at odds with the theoretical predictions. This shell evolution arises from terms in the nuclear interaction, which are not treated explicitly in the shell model, and which are enhanced only in neutron–proton asymmetric nuclei, placing their spectroscopy at the frontier of modern nuclear physics.

The large potential of studying the SP properties of nuclei by means of quasi-free nucleon–nucleon scattering (QFS) at high energy has been already realized by Chamberlain and Segré [4] when they first observed this process pointing out the sensitivity to the intrinsic nucleon momentum distribution. Since then, QFS reactions of the type $(p, 2p)$ have been extensively used to study stable nuclei, see Refs. [5,6] for a review, and the work of Yosoi et al. [7] for a recent high-resolution measurement.

For the investigation of the shell structure of short-lived nuclei, nucleon-removal reactions have been employed in inverse kinematics using composite targets such as beryllium or carbon [8–10]. However, the sensitivity of such heavy-ion induced nucleon removal reactions is limited to the nuclear surface [11] and thus limits the accessible range of the bound-nucleon wave function, especially when a nucleon is removed from a deeply-bound shell in the case of exotic nuclei. In contrast to this, QFS reactions of $(p, 2p)$ and $(p, pn)$ type are known to be sufficiently sensitive to both valence and deeply-bound shells [5,6,12].

In this Letter we present a new experimental approach to QFS reactions via inverse and complete kinematics measurements with a large-acceptance detection system. This technique results in minimum limitations on the observed kinematics (e.g., scattering angles, energies, coplanarity, etc.) and provides complete information on the scattering process as well as on the structure of individual SP states. So far, proton-induced knockout reactions have been employed in inverse kinematics only in a more inclusive manner [13,14]. Furthermore, QFS in inverse kinematics is a very promising tool to investigate the role of nucleon–nucleon short-range correlations in neutron–proton asymmetric nuclei, including those induced by the tensor force, see Refs. [15,16] for two recent results from electron-induced knockout on stable nuclei. For such cases, the measurement in inverse kinematics offers the possibility to observe both the three outgoing nucleons as well as the beam-like heavy residue in coincidence.

Ideally, proton-induced QFS reaction is a sudden process with respect to internal motions of the nucleons in the nucleus in which a proton scatters elastically off a bound nucleon and both particles escape the nucleus without further interactions [5]. This creates a hole in the corresponding SP state, which can overlap with the ground state of the daughter nucleus or decay via $\gamma$-ray or particle emission, depending on the residual excitation energy $E_x$ in the $(A - 1)$ system and therefore on the separation energy $S_n = Q_n + E_x$ of the ejected nucleon, where $Q_n$ is the nucleon separation threshold. Spectroscopic properties of the involved SP state, such as separation energy and internal momentum, can be extracted in two ways:

(i) by measuring the momenta of the recoil nucleons,
(ii) via direct measurement of the de-excitation of the $(A - 1)$ system and its recoil momentum.

In direct-kinematics experiments, however, in which energetic protons irradiate stationary nuclear targets, the latter approach (ii) is very challenging. This is due to a relatively small momentum of the nuclear recoil, which prevents its escape from the target and complicates measurements of particle-unsable residual states. For this reason, detailed structure and fragmentation of deep-hole states are poorly known even in light stable nuclei [7]. In contrast, inverse kinematics in conjunction with full solid-angle coverage enables a redundant kinematical measurement of QFS reactions; this in turn allows a detailed study of correlations and final-state interactions to identify two-step processes.

The simplicity of the QFS reaction mechanism enables the use of the impulse approximation, which factorizes the reaction amplitude into a term associated with the elementary two-nucleon elastic scattering and a term corresponding to the nuclear part of the interaction alone [17]. However, there are two main sources of corrections entering the theoretical interpretation of experimental data. The first one is nuclear absorption, which can be taken into account by a complex optical potential which distorts the single-nucleon wave function [5,6,12]. The second one is purely technical and depends on the specific geometry of the experiment, i.e., on angular and energy ranges of the measured nucleon pairs, which inevitably impose constraints on the observable energy and momentum space of the SP state as it is demonstrated in this Letter. In particular, most of the direct-kinematics QFS experiments so far have been performed in coplanar geometry, and only very few attempts were made to study experimentally and theoretically non-coplanar reactions [18–23]. Hence, large-acceptance experiments can become useful in extracting this information, although the absorption effects must still be taken into account carefully [22].

We are reporting on an experiment which was performed at the GSI Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerionenforschung in Darmstadt, using the R3B prototype setup [24], schematically shown in Fig. 1. A primary $^{12}$C beam at an energy of 400 MeV/u was extracted from the heavy-ion synchrotron SIS18 and directed onto a 213(4) mg/cm$^2$ thick CH$_2$ target. The beam energy in the middle of the CH$_2$ target was $\sim$397.8 MeV/u. Complementary measurements with a 370(7) mg/cm$^2$ pure carbon target were carried out in order to extract the reaction contribution of the hydrogen component in the CH$_2$. Outgoing pairs of QFS protons were measured in the 4π-calorimeter Crystal Ball (CB), consisting of 159 NaI(Tl) crystals. Gamma-rays stemming from de-excitation of residual nuclei were also detected in the CB calorimeter. Additionally, the reaction chamber was equipped with an array of six AMS-type [25] 300 μm thick double-sided silicon-strip detectors (DSSDs) with a pitch of ~100 μm. Four DSSDs downstream of the target aimed at the detection of QFS protons and covered the solid angle ranging from approximately 14° to 64° in the polar direction relative to the beam axis and to the geometrical center of the target. The two other DSSDs were placed on the beam axis at distances of 11 cm and 13.5 cm downstream of the target for charge identification and position measurements of kinematically forward-focused reaction fragments. The large dipole magnet ALADIN was situated at a distance of 1.5 m after the target and was used for separating heavy reaction products from breakup protons and neutrons. Each type of particle was separately measured after the magnet using time-of-flight $\Delta t$, energy-loss $\Delta E$, and position information $(x, y, z)$ in the corresponding tracking systems as shown in Fig. 1. Mass and charge resolutions below 3% were reached for the tracked $Z = 5$ fragments. Kinematically forward-focused neutrons from in-flight decay of excited fragments were detected around zero degree polar angle, using the Large Area Neutron Detector (LAND) [26] at a distance of around 14 m downstream of the target. Combining data from the different tracking arms allowed for the invariant-mass reconstruction of unbound $(A - 1)$ fragments. Coarse angular information from two high-energy hits in the forward hemisphere of the CB was used to identify coincident proton hits in the DSSDs. Their outgoing angles were then reconstructed relative to the vertex in the target, which was obtained via backward tracking of the heavy fragment measured in the two in-beam DSSDs. Since the
The resulting two-proton angular correlations in coincidence with outgoing boron fragments are presented in Fig. 2, where carbon (C) and empty target (ET) data have been subtracted. The main background which has to be subtracted from the CH$_2$ data stems from carbon-induced reactions (around 20%), while empty target background amounts to less than 1%. The observation of a bound $^{11}$B in the final state is interpreted as a proton knockout from the valence 0p-shell in $^{12}$C. This corresponds to the separation energies $S_p > [Q_p(12C) + Q_v(11B)] = 24.621$ MeV, where $Q_p(12C) = 15.957$ MeV is the proton separation threshold in $^{12}$C and $Q_v(11B) = 8.664$ MeV is the lowest particle separation threshold in $^{11}$B, i.e., for $^4$He. Fig. 2 displays a strong spatial correlation of outgoing protons, which is indicated by an opening angle (i.e., the angle between the two protons as observed in the laboratory frame) around 80$^\circ$ and enhanced coplanar orientation of the scattering plane in azimuthal direction $|\Delta \varphi - 180^\circ| \approx 0^\circ$. The two lower frames of Fig. 2 show in addition the recoil-protons' angular distributions for the unbound final state $^{11}$B* $\rightarrow$ ($^{10}$B + n), which can be interpreted as resulting from knockout from the inner 0s-shell. The peak of the opening-angle distribution is shifted to smaller values due to the larger separation energy $S_p > [Q_p(12C) + Q_v(11B)] = 27.411$ MeV. It should be noted that the displacement and the width of the polar angle distribution, as compared to free p–p kinematics, corrected for the separation energy (solid black line in Fig. 2(a)), result from the separation energy on the one hand and from the magnitude and spatial orientation of the momentum of the knocked-out proton inside $^{12}$C on the other hand. These two causes have similar effects on the outgoing angles and exceed by far the experimental angular resolution of approximately 1$^\circ$. The coplanarity distributions for the 0p- and the 0s-state knockout are very similar due to competing effects; for this particular case: the $l = 0$ distribution (for a given separation energy) is narrower than for $l = 1$ (with the same separation energy). However, the much larger binding energy of the 0s-state makes the distribution wider, resulting in a rather similar width for the internal-momentum distributions (reflected by the width of the observed coplanar distribution) of the two cases. The measurement of the nucleon momentum distribution allows, in principle, to distinguish the l-value for a given separation energy [27,12].

Our results are in a good agreement with a kinematical simulation, which was adopted from another work [13].

The influence of the internal momentum on the angular distributions is also illustrated in the upper part of Fig. 3. As follows from the QFS reaction mechanism, the recoil momentum of $^{11}$B in the rest frame of $^{12}$C directly correlates with the internal momentum of the ejected proton. Combining the tracking information after the magnet with the angular measurements of the two in-beam DSSDs, the total, transverse, and longitudinal laboratory momenta of recoiling $^{11}$B fragments were reconstructed event-wise. Their total momentum $P_{tot}$ in the rest frame of $^{12}$C was then calculated through the Lorentz transformation of their longitudinal part in the laboratory system. The resulting momentum resolutions (sigma) for the transverse and longitudinal part were estimated to be 20 MeV/c and 50 MeV/c, respectively. As apparent from the correlations shown in Fig. 3, non-coplanar events are related to larger internal momenta compared to coplanar events. In the lower frames of the same figure, the experimental momentum distributions are compared to theoretical calculations for 0p-shell proton knockout from $^{12}$C [12], which make use of an eikonal theory with a quantitative description of the reaction mechanism, including absorption due to multiple-scattering effects and proper reaction
kinematics. The model is similar to those adopted for knockout reactions with heavy ions [27] (more details can be found in Ref. [12]). The experimental data are in a good agreement with the theoretical calculations.

The total and partial cross sections measured for the $^{12}$C$(p, 2p)^{11}$B reaction were efficiency corrected using the R3BRoot simulations [28] based on the FairRoot [29] platform, which included a complete description of the experimental setup. The adopted QFS kinematical code [13] has been used as an event generator for $(p, 2p)$ reactions, assuming isotropic center-of-mass proton-proton scattering. The CB response for the $\gamma$-rays, corresponding to the decay of the 0p-hole excited states at 2.125 MeV (1/2$^+$) and 5.02 MeV (3/2$^-$) in $^{11}$B, was determined through R3BRoot simulations, which included the simultaneous two-proton hits in the detector. An identical analysis procedure, as the one applied to the experimental data, was carried out with the simulated data. The simulated total two-proton detection efficiency in the CB was estimated to be around 62%. The variation of the two-proton efficiency due to the change in the kinematics for different final states and due to the presence of associated $\gamma$-rays was estimated to be less than 1%. The experimental $\gamma$-ray spectrum originating from the $^{12}$C$(p, 2p)^{11}$B reaction was obtained through Doppler correction of the measured $\gamma$-ray energies in the CB. Carbon and empty target data were subtracted from the $\gamma$-spectrum measured with the CH$_2$ target in order to extract the H$_2$ contribution. Two-proton coincidence in the CB and an outgoing $^{11}$B fragment were required in every case. The resulting spectrum contains two peaks, which can be attributed to the 2.125 MeV (1/2$^+$) and 5.02 MeV (3/2$^-$) excited states in $^{11}$B. The experimental energy resolution for the full absorption peak is $\sigma_E/E \approx 10\%$ which is mainly due to given solid angles of individual CB crystals ($\approx 77$ mrad/crystal). The final spectrum was fitted by the simulated response for each excited state and by the simulated background from two-proton hits in the CB, as shown in the inset in Fig. 4. Thus, partial cross sections of QFS knockout were determined for each excited state. The cross section to the ground state (3/2$^-$) of $^{11}$B was then calculated by subtracting the cross sections to the two excited final states from the total cross section of 19.2(18(40))(12(45)) mb for the $^{12}$C$(p, 2p)^{11}$B reaction. The results are summarized in Table 1 and compared to the theoretical (p, 2p) SP cross sections, $\sigma_{th}$, calculated in the eikonal formalism [12]. The resulting spectroscopic factors, defined as the ratio of the experimental to theoretical SP cross sections, are given in the fourth column of Table 1 for each final state and are compared to those derived from other experiments including the $^{12}$C$(p, 2p)^{11}$B measurement in direct kinematics [30], the results from (e, e$'p$) [31], and the (d, 3He) [32] experiment with $^{12}$C. Overall a very good agreement, not only for the relative, but also for the absolute spectroscopic factors, has been found. In total, around 65% of the expected 0p SP strength is found to be distributed among the three observed final states.

A detailed spectroscopic analysis of the deep-shell knockout cases, leading to unbound final states, is out of the scope of the present Letter and is only briefly discussed here to demonstrate the full potential of the proposed method. Due to the insufficient acceptance and limited multi-hit capabilities of the setup, only three two-body decay channels of $^{11}$B were analyzed: $^{10}$B + n, $^9$Be + $^2$H and $^7$Li + $^4$He, although a large number of events with three and more particles in the final state were also observed. Such many-body decays can be essential to understand the fragmentation mechanism of the 0s-hole state in $^{11}$B, as suggested by
Fig. 3. Correlations of two-proton angular measurements in \(^{12}\text{C}(p, 2p)\)\(^{11}\text{B}\) reactions with transverse (left) and total (right) recoil momentum of \(^{11}\text{B}\) in the rest frame of the incident \(^{12}\text{C}\). Bottom plots display the corresponding momentum distributions (circles) together with theoretical calculations (curves) for \(p\)-shell QFS knockout which take into account nuclear absorption effects (see text). The theoretical curves are normalized to the experimental data with the scaling factor of 0.64. As one can see, the coplanar angles correlate strongly with the transverse momentum, while the opening angle shows a dependence on the total internal momentum of the knocked-out proton as expected from the QFS kinematics due to energy conservation. All data are shown after subtraction of carbon and empty target contribution from the CH\(_2\) data.

Fig. 4. Excitation spectrum of \(^{11}\text{B}\) resulting from the \(^{12}\text{C}(p, 2p)\)\(^{11}\text{B}\) reaction. The left part of the spectrum (red filled bars) is reconstructed via \(\gamma\)-ray measurements (shown in the inset) of the excited bound states of \(^{11}\text{B}\) as discussed in the text. The heights of the bars correspond to the integrated cross sections associated with the \(\gamma\)-decays (scaled down by a factor of 20). The right part of the spectrum (separated by the dashed line) shows the neutron breakup measurements (blue filled area) and the total reconstructed two-body breakup spectrum (blue filled circles). For a comparison the data from an inclusive \((p, 2p)\) measurement [7] (dash-dotted line) is shown with an arbitrary scaling factor (see text). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Yosoi et al. [7]. For instance, triton decay \(^{11}\text{B} \rightarrow (^3\text{H} + ^4\text{He} + ^4\text{He})\) has a rather low threshold energy of 11.2 MeV and is expected to strongly compete or even to be a dominant process in the 2-body decay region and especially above 20 MeV. On the other hand, triton decay from the doorway \(^{11}\text{B}\) (0s-hole) states is predicted to be significantly enhanced compared to statistical model calculations, thus reflecting the aspect of the 0s-hole spatial symmetry that follows from the microscopic cluster model [33].

The reconstruction of the neutron-breakup channel proceeded through simultaneous measurements of two-proton events in the CB, outgoing \(^{10}\text{B}\) nuclei in the fragment arm, and single-neutron events in the LAND detector. The time-of-flight and position information from LAND was used to reconstruct the neutron velocity, momentum and angle. The relative angle between \(^{10}\text{B}\) and the neutron was calculated event-by-event and the invariant mass of the initial \(^{11}\text{B}\) was reconstructed. A simulation with the code LEG5 [34] has been performed in order to estimate acceptance and efficiency for single-neutron detection in LAND, which has been used to correct the reconstructed excitation-energy spectrum of the \(^{11}\text{B}\) nucleus in the continuum. The result, after subtraction of the contribution from carbon-induced reactions and from empty-target run, is shown in Fig. 4 as the blue-hatched histogram. In a similar manner the excitation spectra from \(^{7}\text{Be} + ^2\text{H}\) and \(^7\text{Li} + ^4\text{He}\) decay channels have been reconstructed via the invariant-mass technique, utilizing the tracking information from the charged-particle detectors downstream of the target.

The resulting total excitation spectrum, comprising the above mentioned breakup channels, is shown in Fig. 4 as blue filled circles. In the same figure, the shape of the 0s-hole spectrum is compared to the data obtained in high-resolution \((p, 2p)\) measure-
ment [7], which was performed in direct coplanar kinematics with narrow angular and momentum acceptance. Since the comparison with our cross section, integrated over the full solid angle and momentum space is not straightforward, the data from Yosoi et al. was scaled by an arbitrary factor to match the peak around 10 MeV excitation energy. The two spectra show rather similar structures. The broad peak around 20 MeV can be associated with the proton knockout from the inner 0s-shell in $^{12}$C. The lacking part of the cross section at high $^{12}$C excitation energies can be attributed to the p–n–y decay channels of $^{11}$B nucleus, which have been omitted in the present analysis, such as $^{11}$B → $(^3$H + $^4$He + $^4$He) discussed above.

In general, the intensity of the experiment is limited by the rate capability of the beam-tracking detectors, which are necessary for complete kinematical measurements with radioactive-ion beams, to about $10^6$ particles per second. In the experiment reported here, the intensity was limited to $10^5$ particles per second due to the time structure of the extracted beam from the synchrotron. However, the luminosity will be increased significantly in the future due to the use of a liquid hydrogen target. Also, the measurements of resolved gamma transitions from populated bound states limit the application to light nuclei with low level density. Nevertheless, in the future $^{8}$B experiments bound and continuum states will be determined via missing-mass spectroscopy with the resolution of about 1 MeV or better due to more accurate momentum measurements of two outgoing protons.

In summary, we have presented a first-time exclusive measurement of $(p, 2p)$ reactions in inverse and complete kinematics using as a benchmark case a $^{12}$C beam at ~400 MeV/u. Both the scattered protons as well as the heavy fragment and its decay products were measured and momentum analyzed. Angular correlations, momentum distributions, as well as excitation energy-spectra after one-proton knockout were extracted. The simultaneous measurement of scattered protons and heavy residues allowed for the first time to reveal the correlations between the angular distributions of the scattered protons and the intrinsic nucleon momentum carried by the recoil of the spectator (A – 1) fragment. Finally, spectroscopic factors for the $0^+$-states were derived by comparing to theoretical SP cross sections calculated through the eikonal formalism. The agreement between our results and the spectroscopic factors deduced from electron-induced knockout reactions demonstrates the validity of the proposed method, which we are confident will become a powerful tool for future studies with radioactive beams to investigate the SP structure of exotic nuclei.
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